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Abstract—Information visualization in digital library can solve
some problems faced during its development. In formation
visualization consists of four parts: determine the object,
visualization mapping, space structure and graphics rendering.
This article introduces application of information visualization in
information resources, information retrieval process, information
retrieval results and knowledge domain in digital library.
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I.

INFORMATION VISUALIZATION BASIC PROCESS

Information visualization can be thought of as information
from data to visual form to people's perception system of
adjustable mapping, Card[2] proposed simple reference model
as shown in figure 1. The key problem to be solved of
Information visualization is the mapping, transformation and
interactive control of reference model.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of the information age, the digital information
showing a trend of exponential growth, excessive information
has become barriers to access to effective information. Easy to
find the information from these massive amounts of digital
information resources, and discover inside information, the
relationship between the information and the development
trend of information, in order to make better use of these data,
information visualization is applied in the digital Library. The
information visualization is a process of transform data
information and knowledge into a visual form to make full
advantage of people's natural capacity for Visual
mode[1].Information visualization as an service mode of
information effective organization, analysis, reveals, can
fundamentally change information acquisition, information
organization, information storage, information present and
information access methods, information image visualizations,
scientifically reveals poi between the direct and indirect
relations, the user can give full play to their creativity and
imagination of the flexibility to search for information, explore
the great value of the information resources.

Figure 1 information visualization reference model

Information visualization model has a lot of kinds, The
main have the Multiple Reference Point Based
Models(MRPBM), the Euclidean Spatial Characteristics Based
Models(ESCBM) and the Self-organizing Maps Models(SOM),
the Path-finder Associative Network Models(PFNET), the
Multi-dimensional Scaling Models(MDS).
In this model, information is through a series of data
transformation from the original data to a visual display. In the
diagram from left to right, each arrow represents is likely to be
a series of transformations. From the user to each of the
transform (from right to left) arrow indicates that the user
operation control adjustments to these transformations. Data
transform the original data mapping for structured data; visual
mapping converts data table into visual structures; view
transformations by defining the position, scale, proportion,
reduction of graphics parameters such as create a Visual
structure view. The user's interaction is used to control the
parameters of these transforms. Visualization and their
interactive control service to a work task at last.

Digital Library is the use of advanced information
technology digitized literature resources, the orderly
organization of massive information intact, and with the
knowledge of the efficient use of network technology,
information center. With digital information resources,
information access network, the proliferation of information
services and other features. Information visualization
applications in the digital library of abstract information and its
intrinsic link can be presented to the user graphical information
into meaningful and understandable visual representations,
thereby promoting user information Search and cognitive
processes, the vast amounts of data to be used effectively in the
digital library.

A. Determine the Visual Object
The structure of visual object extraction and virtual
structure is the foundation of information visualization, to
realize the information must demonstrate the effective
extraction right visual object. Determine the visual object is
refers to the analysis data set of internal characteristics
(semantic structure, link relations, the reference relationship,
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dimensional or three-dimensional. In order to utilize the
advantages of the spatial structure, most of the information
retrieval visualization models are based on two-dimensional or
three-dimensional. The coordinate system can be rectangular
coordinates, polar coordinates or parallel coordinates. Among
them, the use of the Cartesian coordinate system is most widely
used. The parallel coordinate multiple relationships can be
converted into a model. Based on the attribute of the extracted
data, the coordinate axis of the coordinate system can be
qualitative, sequential or quantitative. It must be noted that the
axes form, in some cases are not necessarily identical.

etc.), extract structured information (such as link, citing
relationship), context information, metadata, use information
(such as browsing sequence, operation) and semantic
information (field, keywords, abstract, title, etc.) and so on,
provide the basis for the selection of suitable visual form.
After determine the Visual object, can build a virtual
structure based on the visual objects and relationship between
visual objects. So-called virtual structure refers itself does not
exist in the original data, require a certain amount of extract,
analytical methods are abstract. Virtual structure often can help
users to discover hidden patterns in the data and associated
information[3]. To in II dimension space in the displayed out
document between of similar degrees, needs on high dimension
document space drop dimension, currently by used of drop
dimension method more is reference has science Visual of in
the of mathematics method, as used Factor Analysis method
analysis different author of terms habits[4], and uses Multidimension scaling constructed concept map[5], and uses Latent
Semantic Analysis to document visualization dimensionality[6].

D. Visual Graphics Rendering
Drawn visual graphics is the last step, the final completion
of the abstract information presented to the user with intuitive
graphical way after graphing information visualization. Visual
rendering how to determine how much the distance between
the position of the node in the display screen, the node with the
node, using the side connected between which nodes, etc. need
to be determined in advance before the draw visual graphics.

B. Information Visualization Mapping
In information visualization, dealing with abstract
information, so first of all visual objects and virtual structures
need to be converted to visual attributes, such a transformation
process is called information visualization maps. Due to the
scientific visualization of visual objects themselves have some
space or physical attributes, and information visualization to
achieve in the visual object itself does not have an abstract
information in space properties, therefore, need to convert the
abstract information properties into visual properties. Such a
process is the difficult point of the abstract information
visualization compared with scientific visualization.

The difference between the visualization and the traditional
graphical display is the visualization need to visualization of
large amounts of information. so the traditional drawing
method can’t be revealed complex information space. How to
ordinary computing power of computer realize graphics
rendering and realize real-time interactive graphics is the key,
in the graphic drawing can use existing graphics software
generate graphics, also can use certain graphics layout display
algorithm is proposed to realize. The current graphics software
mainly has AT&T Graphviz, 3D graphics software openGL,
etc. And at present relatively successful graphic display
algorithm have Spring Embedder to realize the visualization of
information space display[7], based on sample structure analysis
database visualization algorithm, based on hierarchical
structure visualization of Mesh algorithm and its optimization
algorithm AMR (Adaptive Mesh Refinement).

Visual structure has three basic parts: space base, mark,
mark graphic attributes. In the visualization process, data
structure is mapping for visual structure, visual structure in a
space base with mark and graphic attributes of information
coding. In order to get a good visual structure, the mapping
must be able to maintain the original data information, and only
data the data in the table can be expressed in visual structure.
To get a good mapping and is not an easy thing, because in the
visual structure is easy to appear the unnecessary data.
Therefore, how to seek a good visual structure, information
visualization is one of the key problems.

III.

INFORMATION VISUALIZATION APPLICATIONS IN THE
DIGITAL LIBRARY

A. Information Resources Visualization
Digital Library is a digital information resource center, the
digital library's information resources are mainly three
categories of text information, audio and video information

C. Visualization Space Structure
After the visual object mapping into visualization of visual
properties, need to form a visualization space according to the
virtual structure and their discrete visual property organization
together at first step, the key is to determine an effective visual
metaphor form, this metaphor forms should be able to real
effectively contain and express the information and the
relationship between information, which allows users to use its
inherent spatial relationships to understand the ability to
understand abstract information.

1) Text information visualization: To the contents of the
text information in graphical form to show icons mapped out
the most simple method can be used. Depending on the text
according to their classification criteria are assigned with a
different icon, Users simply browse icon to generally
understand the content of the text. This method is very simple
to operate , only need to establish a icon sets, and the fixed
mapping function can be established between the relevant
standards and icon sets. But the icon can reflect the meaning is
limited and rough. In addition, you can also use keywords
sorted word frequency tree method will retrieve the resulting
from a large number of users at a time out of all the keywords
in the literature collected for statistical analysis, and these
documents can be classified according to the key words.

The structural design of the visualization space means to
determine the number of dimensions of a visual space, and
define the axis of the coordinate system. The number of the
dimension of the visual space can be one-dimensional, two-
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According to the number of occurrences of the search
keywords in the text for each page, using different colors to
indicate the number of occurrences of the word in the page，so
that the user can see a glimpse of keywords in this paper the
distribution, and then directly select a page to read and check.

C. Information Retrieval Results Visualization
The traditional information retrieval results are linear array,
each time to give the user the information provided is very
limited, and the retrieval results cannot whole browsing. In
addition, keywords and the relevance of the document, the
document retrieval the relationship between the can't clear
expression comes out. The retrieval results of visualization is
mainly devoted to design an interface show all the retrieval
results, will the retrieval results with graphics, images,
animation and so on visual way display, expressing the
relationship between retrieval content, retrieval content reveals
the profound meaning, so that users to search results to browse
and operation. Use of statistical, clustering, correlation analysis,
and other means to hit the collection of information analysis
processing, reveals the retrieval results rules hidden in and
contact, and prescribed view forms to show users.

2 ） Non-text information visualizatio: For non-text
information visualization, the main purpose is to provide users
with multiple viewing angle to prompt potential is difficult to
convey the meaning of the document information surfaces
better, some music files, its main theme is the soul of can be in
the form of the picture presented to the user, the user will be
able to listen to the song before it there is a general awareness.
Pictures itself has to people intuitive table meaning of role,
and uses Visual of technology will its placed a virtual space, by
user to select observation of distance and angle can deepened
user of impression and understands as LVis used 3D
technology stereo to show various painting works, let user has
immersive of feeling [8]. Video information of Visual of is can
through Browse key frame of method to achieved.

For information retrieval results visualization research has
made many achievements, especially in the digital library
research Xerox PARC in a typical research achievements, such
as Tilebars and Scatter/Gather system[10]. TileBars system is
developed by the Berkoley university digital library researchers.
Tilebars system allows users to use complete information,
based on the document retrieval word distributed behavior,
decide which documents and document what part for browsing,
fast and simple to display: the document correlation length; In
the document retrieval words the frequency of the occurrence,
search terms in the distribution of documents and the relative
distribution between the search terms and search term.

B. Information Retrieval Process Visualization
Information retrieval visualization refers to the information
resources, the user questions, information retrieval model, the
retrieval process and the retrieval results of invisible interior
semantic relationship convert into graphics or images, and
displayed in a two-dimensional, three-dimensional or
multidimensional visual space, these intuitive image of spatial
information to help users understand the search results, grasp
the retrieval direction to guide the retrieval process, in order to
improve the efficiency and performance of information
retrieval.

D. Domain of knowledge visualization
Along with the digital library theory and practice continues
to mature, to obtain knowledge is in constant into geometric
exponential growth, the study knowledge and scientific
structure, scientific development power (such as development
speed, development mode, etc.), looking for the forefront of
science, more and more get people's attention. Information
visualization technology for the development of research in the
field of knowledge related problem to provide the new train of
thought, especially in recent years, the information
visualization technology and scientific metrology method,
combining generation has all kinds of attributes of scientific
map, expression disciplines and fields, professional, literature,
author, the relationship between the interpretation in the field
of knowledge structure, mapping the development trend of the
field of knowledge, and to promote the access to information,
so that the knowledge structure more apparent, helping the user
to achieve their purpose.

Retrieval process visualization can provide information
feedback, allow retrieval process reversible, support retrieval
strategy control, and user’s interaction etc. Information
retrieval process visualization mainly adopts the Shneidenman
information visualization classification method. By increasing
the search path to information space, and other user retrieval
other path to provide valuable information. In the process of
information retrieval visualization in the visualization
technology are mainly Pathfinder Network Scaling and
Multidimensional Scaling technology[9]. Retrieval process
visualization of the most representative of research results is
the development of Advanced Query User Interface
Architecture (AQUA) system supported European Community.
AQUA is based on achieving retrieved chain mode, mainly
used in digital library Dienst for literature inquires to provide a
powerful, easy-to-use visual interface.
The system of
visualization window from left to right display several panel,
the left panel is used to input term and the corresponding
retrieval results, on the right panel used to further limited
search range. All panel will form the whole retrieval process
retrieval chain, and this chain is a continuous process, in this
process the user can need according to oneself arbitrarily
amend, add, delete retrieval chain of face plate, in order to
optimize retrieval strategy

Knowledge Visualization includes intelligent user
interfaces, such as semantic knowledge of browser or browser,
it allows people to share knowledge through Visual. Semantic
link network and cognitive maps can reduce the divide between
knowledge representation and knowledge visualization. Digital
library information visualization system enables people to
browse a lot of complex data, quickly find the information you
want, easier to navigate and interact with the data, identifying
patterns and trends, as well as a better understanding of
information. The contents and forms of knowledge
visualization and Visual descriptions are different. On the
content, it gets more than just facts and figures, there are ideas,
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technology achievements to realize the information architecture
theory, thus the maximum degree realizes digital library the
value of information visualization.

principles and relationships. Formally speaking, knowledge
visualization rely on direct communication, not only raise
active Visual sense and motivates people to complete your own
picture.
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CONCLUSION

Information visualization technology in many fields have
begun to play an important role, how to play its role in the
digital library, will existing huge amounts of information
maximum limit development and utilization, solve the
information demand and the service of individuation,
information to provide personalized, it is still a worthy of
exploration and research. This needs to strengthen the
construction of information visualization and information
theory, method, technology and means of research, at the same
time to research how to effectively use the visualization
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